PROGRAM DETAILS

DAY AND TIME

- Part 1 Science-Network-Idea and Science-Slam session I: 21 September, 11:00 am – 12:30 pm

TITLE

- Science-Slam New Research on Cities and Regions
  Kick off STRING Science Network on Cities and Regions (part 1)

ACTIVITY PARTNERS

- HafenCity University Hamburg, STRING Secretariat

MANAGEMENT SUMMARY

- The “STRING Science Network on Cities and Regions” (short: STRING Science Network) brings together scientists from the whole STRING area including Denmark, the Metropolitan Region of Hamburg, Schleswig-Holstein and southern Sweden.

In the “Science Slam New Research on Cities and Regions” Kick off scientists present their current research and outstanding results in form of a science-slam. The guiding theme is sustainable transition of cities and regions.

The STRING Science Network contributes to getting to know researchers from the cross-border area, exchanging knowledge and building cooperation for future joint research (HORIZON 2020 etc.). The aim is to develop first class science-partnerships in the field of urban and regional development in the STRING region in order to support its further development as a scientific region.

In the long-term the science network could turn into a “STRING Virtual Institute for Urban and Regional Studies” along the corridor with thematic research clusters initiating joint projects as well as new perspectives and impulses for the region.

In the morning session, the project idea will be presented and the first part of the science-slam will take place.

PROGRAM DETAILS

PART 1: Science-Network-Idea and Science-Slam session I

- 11:00 Opening words: Dr. Dorothee Stapelfeld (Senator of Urban Development and Housing, Free and Hanseatic City of Hamburg)
- 11:10 Welcome and presentation of the Science-Network concept: Joerg Knieling (HCU)
- 11:20 Science-Slam, part I
- 12:20 Summary of intermedia results: Joerg Knieling (HCU)

Contact:
Joerg Knieling, Toya Engel | HafenCity University of Hamburg | Institute of Urban Planning and Regional Development | joerg.knieling@hcu-hamburg.de | toya.engel@hcu-hamburg.de
PROGRAM DETAILS

DAY AND TIME

→ Part 2 Science-Slam session II and discussion of joint research: 21 September, 14:00 pm – 15:30 pm

TITLE

→ Science-Slam New Research on Cities and Regions
  Kick off STRING Science Network on Cities and Regions (part 2)

ACTIVITY PARTNER

→ HafenCity University Hamburg, STRING Secretariat

MANAGEMENT SUMMARY

→ The “STRING Science Network on Cities and Regions” (short: STRING Science Network) brings together scientists from the whole STRING area including Denmark, the Metropolitan Region of Hamburg, Schleswig-Holstein and southern Sweden.

In the “Science Slam New Research on Cities and Regions” Kick off scientists present their current research and outstanding results in form of a science-slam. The guiding theme is sustainable transition of cities and regions.

The STRING Science Network contributes to getting to know researchers from the cross-border area, exchanging knowledge and building cooperation for future joint research (HORIZON 2020 etc.). The aim is to develop first class science-partnerships in the field of urban and regional development in the STRING region in order to support its further development as a scientific region.

In the long-term the science network could turn into a “STRING Virtual Institute for Urban and Regional Studies” along the corridor with thematic research clusters initiating joint projects as well as new perspectives and impulses for the region.

In the afternoon session the science-slam will continue and common research competences and interests will be identified and potential mutual themes discussed.

PROGRAM DETAILS

PART 2: Science-Slam session II and mutual research themes

→ 14:00 Overview of the morning results
→ 14:10 Science-Slam, part II
→ 15:00 Discussion and identification of research priorities and their clustering
→ 15:20 Outlook and closing words: Joerg Knieling (HCU)

Contact:
Joerg Knieling, Toya Engel | HafenCity University of Hamburg | Institute of Urban Planning and Regional Development | joerg.knieling@hcu-hamburg.de | toya.engel@hcu-hamburg.de